Media Mentions
Monday, January 11, 2016

01/11/2016
**Arthritis event will focus on pain-brain relationship** *(Dr. David M. Labiner, chair of the University of Arizona Neurology Department)*

*Arizona Daily Star*

01/11/2016
**Lowering Colon Cancer Risk?** *(Dr. Andrew Weil is the founder and director of the University of Arizona Center for Integrative Medicine)*

*DrWeil.com*

01/11/2016
**UA researchers find genetic mutations associated with respiratory disease** *(University of Arizona researcher and clinician team Julie Ledford and Dr. Monica Kraft)*

*Health Medicine Network*

*RT For Decision Makers in Respiratory Care*

01/11/2016
**Transplant Genomics Announces Expansion of Scientific Advisory Board** *(Dr. Bruce Kaplan, Professor of Surgery and Pharmacology, Medical Director of the Abdominal Transplant Program and Section Chief of Nephrology at the University of Arizona College of Medicine)*

*Business Wire*

*WAFB.com*

01/10/2016
**Kim learns how to suture** *(University of Arizona College of Medicine - Phoenix)*

*AZFamily*

01/09/2016
**STEM learning through robots, dissection takes the field at Phoenix fair** *(University of Arizona College of Medicine-Phoenix)*

*Arizona Republic*

*3BL Media*

*AZFamily*

*prsync.com*

01/08/2016
**Banner UMC ceremony commemorates anniversary of Tucson shooting** *(Banner – University Medical Center Tucson)*

*Alamogordo Daily News*

*Albuquerque Journal*

*Arizona Public Media*

*Arizona Republic*

*Port Clinton News Herald*

*Tucson News Now*

*Tucson Sentinel*
Giffords travels long, and busy, road to recovery (Banner – University Medical Center Tucson)

SFGate
KABC-TV
Minneapolis Star Tribune